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Costliest Property Mistakes

We will cover...

 A little about me
 My property journey…
 Costliest Mistakes and How to Avoid Them
 Building a Sustainable Property Business
 The End!



Everything I talk about is what I
would like to have known when I 
first started.

I have built my business on:
‘I only work with people if 
I know I can help’.

(i.e. Zero BS!!)

Just to let you know…



A little intro…



A potted history!

From small beginnings...

Bought my first flat whilst at 
music college – age 20

Used a student loan as a deposit 
– partner raised a mortgage

100% finance



What’s a bassoon...?

Not that 
way round!



That’s better!

(Yes, that’s
really me!)



From small, cramped broom cupboards...



...to property millionaire in 10 months



Great!!

…or was it?!!



My property story – a brief outline

Madehurst Court, 
Littlehampton

1 Bed Flat
Leasehold
Good condition

My journey through the world of
property investment – the first deal

Bought June 2001
Price £45,000
Used student loan as deposit!
85% LTV mortgage
Rent £395
NOW...
Value £95,000
72% LTV mortgage (£149 pcm)
Rent £500
Gross cashflow c. £250



Madehurst Court, Littlehampton

Close to station 
and town centre

Quiet, residential 
location

Suitable for all age 
groups



Windsor Mansions, Southsea

Bought March 2004
2 Bed, 1 Bath split-level 
flat
Price £93,000
Costs to buy and sell 
£3,500
Refurb cost £8,500
Sale price £127,000

Gross profit £22,000



Tried to be involved 
in too many 
strategies…led to 
serious distraction!

(Have you been there 
too...?!)

Caught up in ‘glittery’ things!



Wheatcroft Court, Sutton
Bought June 2005
2 x 2 bed, 2 bath 
apartments
Price £181,600 each
(Sold one for £195K)
75% LTV mortgage
Rent £795
THEN…
Value went down to 
£150,000
Mortgage pcm £683
Cashflow was -£43!!
NOW...
Value £249,950
Mortgage pcm £202
Rent £980
Gross cashflow £714



WHOOPS!!

And then it happened…



Our ‘Near’ Titanic Moment!!

Eeeeek!



Tradewinds, London, E14
Bought March 2004
3 bed apartment 
overlooking the Thames
Price £340K
Value £450K (??)
Cashflow p.m. from 
+£200 to -£1530

Sold in 2006 for 
£320,000
Total loss -
£42,000...eek!



What’s YOUR story?

If we share…
we can all learn!



How did I go from losing 
£2,152 pcm to securing 
A solid £5,219 cash flow 

each month?

So…



What did I change?

Understanding why I was doing it
Thinking of it as a business
Focus and knowing my end objective
Sustainable investment – my definition



Wharncliffe Road, Sheffield

Bought May 2008
6 Bed, 2 Bath, Double-Fronted Victorian 
House
Price £260,000
Value £325,000
Refinanced to 80% LTV
Costs to set up as HMO £20,000
Student let – 6/7 rooms
Rent per room £64 pppw (net)
Total rent £1,663 pcm
Total costs £450 pcm
Gross cashflow £1,213



A recent
example -
The
start...



The 
rip-out...



Going
back
together... 



The
end 
result!



Property purchase price (cash) £ 32,500   +
Purchase costs (sourcing, project managements, 
legals and valuation) £ 8,600     + 
Refurbishment costs (total) £ 30,000   +

Total project costs £71,200

RICS Exit valuation for refinance purposes £95,000

Mortgage @ 75% LTV £71,250

Retained profit (created equity) £23,750
Money out of deal £50
Cashflow (annual) £3,216

A recent example...the numbers



“The 7 Costliest Mistakes...

What they are...

…and how to avoid them”



No. 1
Investing with the wrong mindset

The problems...
Having a ‘needy’ mindset will affect your investment decisions
The drive to make money from this business isn’t enough
People will never consistently ‘do’ who they ‘aren’t’ (leading to 
feelings of frustration and overwhelm)

The solutions...
Do whatever you feel passionate about and delegate the rest
Knowing the real reason for investing will help you get clarity
Have an end goal in mind and ‘only do what only you CAN do’



No. 2
Doing a ‘quick fix’ rather than a ‘proper job’

The problems...
Temporary solution, not sustainable over longer term
Valuation unlikely to ‘stack up’
Unhappy tenants/buyers

The solutions...
Tackle works needed head-on from day 1
Proof available to give to valuer/lender
Long-term, sustainable hold or resale product



No. 3
Not thinking of property as a business

The problems...
Don’t really know what you’re doing!
Buying property to impress friends, family, etc or because 
you feel you ‘should’ or because ‘everyone else’ is
Wrong motivation and unsustainable properties

The solutions...
Get clarity and know exactly what your objectives are
Focus only on what the right strategy/investment is for YOU
Keep your feet on the ground and work your systems



No. 4
Wrong strategy for original purpose

The problems...
End up with little/no cashflow or increase in equity
Left with a ‘weight around your neck’
Have to spend extra time correcting your error

The solutions...
Know your strategy and ensure it is fulfilled
Build up to financial security and peace of mind
Be efficient and effective at what you do



No. 5
Not knowing ‘the numbers’

The problems...
Miscalculating a deal and being left with a ‘lemon’
Being flustered when presented with info from the ‘experts’
Not knowing the TRR vs a Yield calculation

The solutions...
Get to thoroughly know the numbers you need to
Don’t let yourself be baffled, go through methodically
Use a well thought out spreadsheet to aid you



Yield vs True Rate of Return (TRR = Net Return)

A quick example:

Property Value £100,000
Monthly Rent £500

Yield = 
Gross Annual Rent / Property Value x 100 = 6%

TRR =
Net Annual Cashflow / Money Left in the Deal = 3.9%

(Based on 75% LTV, 5% interest rate and 20% monthly costs 
which include Management and Monthly Expenses)



No. 6
Not enough due diligence and research

The problems...
Leads to deals which don’t work for you strategically
Could end up buying a money pit
Buying in the wrong area leading to countless issues

The solutions...
Learn how to research properly
Research any and every deal thoroughly yourself
Never rely on someone else’s opinion
Become your local ‘expert’ over time



No. 7
Taking other peoples’ word for it

The problems...
Other people don’t know what’s best for you
Not really knowing their ‘agenda’
Spend precious time and money going the wrong way

The solutions...
Learn what’s possible and trust your own instincts
You remain in control when you know what you want
Know your end objective and work back from there
Only YOU know what’s best for you!



Would you like my free report...?

Fill in your details on the forms to obtain 
your  complimentary copy of my eReport
which includes a total of 13 Costliest 
Mistakes:

"The 13 Costliest Mistakes People 
Unwittingly Make When Buying 
Investment Property, Losing Them 
£1,000's, and How to Avoid Them"

And to be entered into tonight’s Free Prize 
Draw...more details to be revealed later!



What do we all want 
from property?

At the end of the day…



Sustainability = A Good Business!

•A model which will work in any market
•An area which has proven steady growth
•A property that will stand the test of time
•Environmentally friendly
•A strategy which will generate 
ongoing income

•Enable your initial seed capital 
go a long way!



What it takes to be a successful investor

The right formula...

It’s all in your head – mindset, belief and self-confidence
Due diligence and research
Know your numbers
Make informed, congruent decisions
Be organised, have systems in place, be able to delegate
Know this is a people business
Know your WHY!  Be aligned with your choices



“Resistance is Created 
Through a Lack of Clarity”

- Peter Thomson



So, what’s the 
solution…?



Property Success Accelerator
Our next One-Day Workshops are taking place on:

Saturday 29th November 2014 from 9.30am – 5.00pm
At The National Self Build and Renovation Centre, Swindon

Saturday 17th January 2015 from 9.30am – 5.00pm
At The Hilton, Heathrow Terminal 4

Join us at our next…



Our latest event…

“I enjoyed Hazel’s realistic and 
genuine approach without the ‘hype’ 
you get from some speakers” –
Shirley Hale

“A very interesting and lively course run by 
highly credible people who clearly have a 

passion for the industry.  The emphasis on 
an ethical approach and desire to share 

their knowledge to help others is 
refreshing” – Julie Atkinson

“Excellent insight for those who are 
starting out on their property 
investment journey” – David Lynch



"Excellent course, it really helped with moving my ideas forward in a 
positive, profitable direction. Thank you to Hazel and the team.“

- Hazel Hewitt, Kent

"Hazel and her team delivered an efficient and well structured 
presentation. Their positive approach was well received.“

- Edwin Ogoe, London

"This was my first property seminar and I really enjoyed it and firmly believe 
it will help us with our property business set up.“

- Palak Patel, London

"Hazel is a very down to earth, motivating, 
intelligent and supportive coach. She knows 
her stuff.“

- Ulrike Dewhurst, London



Why you shouldn’t listen to everything the property ‘gurus’ tell you
How Mindset and Motivation make you EXTRA Cash and BIGGER Profits
A tried-and-tested 3-Step Blueprint to plan your path to property success
Which property path is the RIGHT one for you (choosing the wrong one 
could be a disaster)
How to make decisions that will SAVE you thousands (or make you 
thousands)
The BIGGEST pitfalls (and how to avoid them)  
How to get your NUMBERS right every time (and you really do need to 
know this!)
The secrets to the system we use, so you can acquire properties which 
FULLY fit your needs (so you avoid dumb deals and can spot the genuine 
property gems)

When you join me, you’ll discover:



Just £67!!
(Further events will be charged at £147)

The day includes:

Refreshments throughout the day
A 3 Course Buffet Lunch
Free car-parking and WiFi access

PLUS Extra Bonuses!

A copy of my book, Why Property Works Value £12.99
My Deal Analyser Spreadsheet Value £97
AND…

A 100% Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee

Tickets for this special event are priced at:



And now for the Prize Draw!

“Fill in the form on your table to be entered 
into the Prize Draw to win a ticket to the 
Property Success Accelerator and to receive 
your copy of my Costliest Mistakes Report”



Feel free to contact me at:

hazel@whypropertyworks.co.uk
07816 171134 | 01303 766455

Twitter: hazeldekloe
Facebook: WhyPropertyWorks
YouTube: WhyPropertyWorks

Thanks for listening!


